MOBILE WORKSHOP

EXPERIENCE THAT’S
DRIVING A NEW ERA
IN VEHICLE ENGINEERING
At Shermac, we’ve been engineering and
manufacturing custom service vehicles and water
cartage vehicles for Australia’s mining, civil and
construction sectors since 2002.
We’ve earned a deserved reputation for
excellence among heavy industry and government
organisations alike. But it’s not purely the quality,
reliability and functionality of our high-performance
vehicles that have driven our ongoing growth and
the evolution of our range.
Nor is it simply our design, engineering and
manufacturing expertise.
It’s more fundamental than that.
Listening, evolving, solving.
The most crucial skill in our proven engineering
process is the ability to listen and build
relationships.
This is what underpins our expertise in designing
and delivering cost-effective, quality-assured
solutions that drive performance capacity and add
tangible operational and strategic value.
Our core values build the foundation of our global
sourcing and procurement network, giving our
clients access to the largest range of high quality
products at lowest fleet and bulk purchasing prices.
With our three distinct divisions each dedicated to
meeting the unique needs of different industries
across Australia, Shermac is well positioned to
provide clients with an effective, efficient, safe, and
easy to use product.
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MORE TAILORED
MORE COST-EFFECTIVE
With the needs of every work site differing, it is important to be
able to tailor your Mobile Workshop to suit your specific
requirements. At Shermac, we specialise in offering the perfect
solution by designing and building our vehicles to your
specifications, right down to the smallest detail.
To guarantee we can build and supply the ideal solution, we
consult with all of our clients to establish strategic, operational,
and budgetary requirements, ensuring that we are able to save
you time, money, and stress. We firmly believe that this approach is the only way to provide the best value for money and
performance in the field.

Contact us to discuss
YOUR unique requirements!
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THE NAME SAYS IT ALL
Unlike some vehicle suppliers, Shermac doesn’t simply stock and sell, we create tailored
solutions and custom-designed vehicles. Testament to this, Shermac has developed the Mobile
Workshop.
Reducing downtime and increasing productivity for your business is why Shermac exists.
Designed and manufactured to your specifications, the Mobile Workshop is a great addition to
our already diverse product range.
With a deep understanding of operating in remote areas, we have designed this workshop to
ensure that you have access to all necessary tools and equipment when working on site.
Featuring both a mess room and workshop, this versatile vehicle is the solution to reducing
unnecessary downtime when working on site.
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USABILITY
Our Mobile Workshop has been
ergonomically designed to be easy to use
and maintain. The workshop and crib room
provide ample room for multiple people
at one time, making life on site easier and
reducing valuable downtime.

FLEXIBILITY
Based on our consultation with you, we can
design and manufacture you Mobile Workshop to ensure it meets all your needs and
requirements to meet any challenge in the
field.

SAFETY
All Shermac products comply with relevant
Australian Standards, with the Mobile Workshop being no exception. Safety features
include fold out emergency shower and eye
wash station, 3 emergency stop buttons,
first aid kits, and fire extinguishers located
throughout the trailer.

RELIABILITY
Every element in every truck designed at
Shermac has been engineered to perform
with heavy-duty use in the harshest
conditions.

Contact us to discuss
YOUR unique requirements!
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TRAILER
The heavy duty tandem axle trailer consists
of steel sandwich panel walls and roof with a
mini-rib cladded awning for extra
weather protection. At approximately 12m
long, 2.5m wide, and 3.8m high, the trailer is
large enough to house a workshop and mess
room. Hydraulic fold down stairs at the rear
provide easy access to the trailer.

WORKSHOP
The 6 metre long workshop, located at the
rear of the trailer, houses heavy duty workbenches down both sides with 5mm pressed
steel tops. The robust steel cabinets with
side hinged doors and self-latching locks are
perfect for all your storage needs.

CRIB ROOM
With a stainless steel bench top running
along the left side of the trailer including
under bench cabinets and a sink, the crib
room has been designed to provide a large
enough space for multiple people at one
time. Two lunch tables reside on the right
hand side of the trailer with ample seating.
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STORAGE
Our Mobile Workshop is designed to
maximise storage space, with indoor cabinets and shelving in the workshop and as
well as ample room for filters and tools in
secure, weather-proof lockers under the
trailer tray.

HYDRAULIC STAIRWAY
The sturdy hydraulic fold down rear stairway
is controlled with hand-held push button
controls, and is built with removable safety
handrails for your safety.

FRONT TRAY
Large enough for mounting generators,
compressors, water tanks, or any other
equipment you may need, the front tray is
easily accessed using the slide out ladder
with self-closing gate.

Contact us to discuss
YOUR unique requirements!
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AWNING
The heavy-duty steel RHS canopy structure
is hydraulically lifted up and down with push
button controls, and provides ample shade
and weather protection for the team on site.

EMERGENCY SHOWER
The wash bay includes a fold out emergency
shower and eye wash station, all Australian
Standards compliant, located on the left
hand side of the trailer. The insulated potable
water tank is able to be filled at ground level
and includes a level tube.

LIGHTING
Configure the lighting solution that’s right for
your operations. We offer LED combination
tail lights, flood lights, side marker lights and
a number plate light, as well as mine spec
lighting options (high level tail lights, work
light kit and amber beacon front and rear).
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GENERATOR
When working onsite, power will be provided
by the generator of your choice. Mounted on
the front tray for easy servicing access, the
generator includes circuit breakers, an
emergency stop, battery isolator and start
isolator with lockouts, and a silenced cabinet.

WATER TANK
The Mobile Workshop comes with an
insulated potable water tank with an
automatic pressure pump for the kitchen
sink. The water tank includes a ground level
fill point and level tube for checking the water
level at a glance.

PAINT/APPEARANCE
Specify your vehicle’s colour. We blast and
paint using a quality two-pack paint
system internally and externally, with optional
corrosion protection systems for operation in
corrosive site conditions. The workshop and
crib room floor is painted with a high quality
grit paint to increase grip.

Contact us to discuss
YOUR unique requirements!
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE
SAYING ABOUT US

Shermac were easy to deal with and supplied a high
quality service truck body. The fitment to the truck
was done quickly and without fuss. I would highly
recommend Shermac to anyone.
Phil – Versatile Plant Hire & Contracting Pty Ltd

Shermac were professional and knowledgeable
throughout the whole quote, design and build process. They were fully accountable for the build and
delivered it on time, to budget and with great quality.
Senior Fleet Engineering Specialist – Melbourne

Our new service trailer is an absolute winner, with field
maintenance enjoying the reduced scheduled service
times as a result of a well prepared unit.
Maintenance Manager – Drilling Company, Perth

Great company to deal with, very professional in all
aspects of the contract, superb quality and workmanship, would highly recommend them.
Mining Contractor – Perth
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